
Make your mark in the world with the country’s best-selling SUV 

with a confident new exterior, prestigious interior, and active safety 

features. Drive to lead with the new Fortuner.

Power to Lead



With fresh new features exclusive to the LTD variant,
discover a perfect blend of power and performance

beneath the strong, striking exterior of the Philippines’
best-selling SUV - the new Toyota Fortuner.

Split -Type 
LED Headlamps 

Machine Cut
18” Alloy Wheels

Light the way with upgraded vision, 
illumination, in addition to a powerful 
yet elegant new look.

2-Tone Black Roof

Sequential Turn
Signal Lamp (Rear)

The multi-axis spokes and bold, 
eye-catching coating elevates the 

powerful and premium look.

Drive in style with a new dynamic 
design that further enhances 

visibility in the day and at night.  

Make your presence known with the 
bolder, premium and sportier front and 
rear bumper design.

Specs are available in LTD variant

Sequential Turn
Signal Lamp (Front) 

Exclusive Front and Rear 
Bumper Design

Distinguish every drive with a premium 
look and enhanced sense of style.



Inside the LTD Grade Fortuner lies immersive design
and progressive technology that enhances driving

performance and induces pleasure beyond the road.

Updated display with a sleek, 
stylish new look that enhances 
the appearance of the entire 
dashboard.

Turn up and make every ride the ride of your life 
with a premium 9-Speaker JBL Sound System.

Reliable shield of protection 
that surrounds the cabin’s 
interior, for the safety of the 
car’s occupants.

New Meter Gauge

7 SRS Airbags

Experience top quality lighting 
with the sophisticated Interior 
Illumination, providing your drive 
with enhanced clarity and luxury.

Interior Illumination

Inspire luxury with sophisticated 
insets that enhance the dynamic 
and premium interior.

Galaxy Black Trims

9-speaker JBL
Sound System

With the enhanced traction, 
cruise through life with even 
more control. 

4x4
Differential Lock 1

Improves your control when 
descending a steep hill or 
slippery surface. 

Downhill Assist 
Control1

Specs are available in LTD variant, [1] Available in 4x4 LTD variant only

Leather Seats with Maroon Accents Front Seat Ventilation System

Add style and flair with sporty maroon accents for maximum prestige. Designed for premium comfort no matter the environment, 
using compact ventilation technology to keep your seat 
cool on hot days.  



Make your mark on the world with the country’s
best-selling SUV, the New Toyota Fortuner, 

featuring a strong, striking exterior that is built for the best.

The revamped design greatly improves 
visibility, especially in conditions 
where mist, fog, and dust are present 
on the road.

LED Rear
Combination Lamp1

18” Alloy Wheels2

Complement the elegant, rounded 
rear with additional illumination 

and nighttime visibility.

Bi-beam LED 
Headlamps with 
LED Daytime 
Running Lights3

Strikingly appealing upon 
sight, it enhances safety with 
better visibility even in broad 
daylight. 

LED Front Foglamps1

[1] Available in LTD,Q,V variants, [2] Available in Q variant, [3] Available in Q,V variants



Embody confidence and ease with the
prestigious interior of the New Toyota Fortuner. 

Paddle 
Shifters2

Push-start 
system2

You can get the 
engine running 
instantly with just a 
quick button press. 

8” Display Audio System2 with
Apple Carplay, Android Auto
and Smart Device Link

Sharp and vivid, this entertainment system is an intuitive feature that lets 
you utilize both iOS and Android devices, and serves as a handsome 
centerpiece for the Fortuner’s highly ergonomic dashboard. 

Drive Mode 
Select

Shift between modes 
conveniently allowing you 
to drive in Eco and Sport 
Mode1 or Eco and Power 
Mode4.

Wireless Charger2

Keep your phone charged up 
and ready for anything while 
you drive.

Power Seat 
Adjustment1

Meter Gauge

Enjoy superior comfort 
and premium luxury 
when driving.

Simple yet sophisticated 
graphics allow for greater 
precision on the road with a 
dial designed for even greater 
elegance.  

Give your gear shifting 
a sportier, manual feel. 

Enjoy every drive with the premium, 
luxurious leather-bound seats.

Leather Seats3

Rear
USB Charger 2

It provides additional utility 
and convenience to your 
everyday drive, ensuring the 
comfort of both driver and 
passenger. 

Front and Rear Auto 
Climate Cooler2

Drive in the perfect climate with the front and 
rear auto climate cooler. 

Upgraded 
Engine 

More Powerful 1GD 
Engine – 201 HP Max 
Output and 500 NM 
Max Torque1

More Fuel Efficient 
2GD Engine – 5% FE 
Improvement4

Smart Entry2 

Getting in the Fortuner has 
never been this easy and 
convenient; even with the key 
in your pocket, it allows you to 
lock and unlock your car.

It makes driving at night easier 
and safer than ever before, with  
technology that absorbs the 
bright glare of traffic from behind. 

Auto-Dimming 
Rear View Mirror1

[1] Available in LTD,Q variants, [2] Available in LTD,Q,V variants, [3] Available in Q variant [4] Available in V,G variants



Drive with greater confidence and greater safety with

the New Toyota Fortuner’s advanced protective technology. 

Panoramic View Monitor2 

The Panoramic View Monitor assists you 
with an advanced view for maximum visibility 
when in reverse for easier, safer driving. 

Clearance 
and Back 
Sonar 

Some obstacles may 
not always be visible 
when you’re backing 
up. It provides you 
with ample audible 
warning to prevent 
unwanted dents and 
allows you to reverse 
park easily even into 
tight spaces. 

Hill-start 
Assist Control

Safely advance from a 
full stop with ease when 
you’re going uphill with 
the Hill-start Assist 
Control. 

Vehicle 
Stability 
Control

It keeps you safe by helping you 
prevent side skids and assists in 
stabilizing the car when abruptly 
turning on a tight curve. 

Pre-Collision System1

Lane Departure 
Alert1

Provides an audible and 
visual alert when the 
system senses your car 
deviating from its lane.

Adaptive Cruise 
Control1

Sensors continuously 
monitor the vehicle 
ahead of you and 
automatically adjusts 
your cruising speed to 
maintain a consistently 
safe distance. 

Activates instantly to give you a visual and audible warning when the car in front of you suddenly stops,
while arming your brakes in advance, to enable you to stop the car quickly and efficiently.

Toyota Safety Sense (TSS) is your 
indispensable virtual safety margin that 
intelligently aids your driving right at the most 
crucial moments. Utilizing the latest in 
active-safety technology, it keeps you and your 
passengers safe and sound, and away from 
harm. DISCLAIMER: The driver should 
understand descriptions mentioned in owner’s 
manual and should not rely on the system and 
strive for safe driving.

[1] Available in LTD,Q variants, [2] Available in LTD,Q,V variants






